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The o-number of jacobian varieties

Thiss chapter is a revised and slightly expanded version of our article [31]1.

2.11

Introduction

Lett X be a smooth complete irreducible curve defined over an algebraically closed field k
off characteristic p > 0. The purpose of this chapter is to find limitations on the possible
a-numberss of jacobian varieties of dimension g, see definition 1.1. We also know that the
a-numberr of the jacobian variety J of a curve X may be defined as the dimension of the
kernell of

F*F* : H\Oj) l

H\Oj),

l

Usingg the identification H {öj) = H {öx), via a Abel-Jacobi map, one may also compute
a(J)a(J) as the dimension dim ker F* : Hl{öx) — Hl{Ox)- This number is easier to compute
viaa the action of the Cartier operator on regular differential forms, defined in [4]. It is a
<r-1-linearr operator acting on the sheaf Clx °f differential forms on X, with a denoting
thee Frobenius automophism of k. It has the following properties:
1.. C(u)i + (v2) = C(ui) + C(u2)
2.. C(df) = 0
3.. C(/ p w) = fC{uj)
4.. CUp~ldf) = df

5.. C(df/f) = df/f
wheree UJI:U>2 (respectively ƒ) are local sections of flx (respectively of Ox)Thiss operator induces a p-linear map C : H°(QX) — H°(Q,X) acting on the space of the
regularr differential forms. For ƒ 6 Hl(Ox), w € H°(ülx) and , ) the Serre-duality
pairing,, it holds

(f,Cu)(f,Cu)pp = (F*fMThiss relation can be thought as a duality relation between the Cartier operator and the
Hasse-Wittt operator F*. This justifies the use of the Cartier operator for calculating the
a-number,, as stated above.
x

Thiss article is partly reproduced here under permission of Academic Press.
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Wee wish also to draw the reader's attention to the fact that, by the properties above,
thee kernel of the Cartier operator on a curve is the space of locally exact regular differential
formsforms on the curve i.e. the regular differential forms u such that, locally, u = df. In
characteristicc p the numbers g and a(C) — dimkerC need not to be equal, see chapter 1.
Wee refer to [30] for more information on (sheaves of) locally exact differential forms on
curves. .
Thee purpose of this paper is showing that the conditions that the Cartier operator C
hass low rank, equivalently a(J) big, or that C is nilpotent, imply strong properties on the
geometryy of the curve X. Indeed we will prove that the curve X cannot have arbitrary
genus.. If we impose the condition that the rank of the Cartier operator is small when
comparedd to the genus, or if we impose that the Cartier operator is nilpotent, then the
genuss of the curve X is smaller than a certain bound depending on the rank of the Cartier
operatorr (see theorem 2.1), or its order of nilpotency (see theorem 2.2). Bounds on the
rankk of the Cartier operator and of its powers, depending on the ramification behaviour
off the canonical linear system at a point x € X, were previously given by K.O. Stöhr and
P.. Viana in the article [35]. We are able to give unconditional bounds by showing that the
hypothesiss that the Cartier operator has a certain rank m < g{X) implies the existence
off certain base point free linear systems on the curve. This is done in Section 2.2. One
iss able to estimate the dimensions of these linear systems, and draw some bounds on the
genuss g(X) from this information. This procedure applies for both the main results of
thiss paper, theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The result in theorem 2.2 is sharp as is shown by some
classicall examples of curves: see example 7. The result in theorem 2.1 is probably not
sharp,, but it is a first step towards better and possibly sharp bounds.

2.22

Effect on linear systems

Wee will prove some simple propositions which link degeneration properties of the Cartier
operatorr of a certain curve to the existence of particular linear systems on that curve.
Thesee propositions use only the properties of the Cartier operator stated in the introductionn and are basic to all the results of this paper.
Notations. .
X a smooth projective curve over an algebraically closed field k with char(Ar) = p >
0. .
For D any divisor in X, we denote by H°(D) (resp. Hl(D))
H°(X,OH°(X,Oxx{D)){D))
(resp.
H\X,Ox{D))).
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the vector space

Kx a canonical divisor on X.
Q the sheaf of differential forms on X.
C the Cartier operator C : H°{Q) -> H°(Q).
Propositionn 2.1. Suppose that there is a point x € X and there are integers 0 < ni <
nn22<< ... <nm such that for every i one has
h°(fah°(fa + l)px) = h°(fap + p-

l)x)

(i.e.(i.e. fa + l)p is a gap at x). Then rk(C) > m.
Proof.Proof. Under the hypotheses above the Riemann-Roch theorem tells us that
h°(Kh°(Kxx - fop + p- l)x) = 1 + h°(Kx - fa + l)px)
forr every i = l , . . . , m . In other words, there are global differential forms a;* on X
suchh that (jj{ has multiplicity n(p + p — 1 at x for every i — 1,... ,m. Because of the
universalityy of the construction of the Cartier operator (see [4]), one may compute C(u)i)
onn a expansion Wj = (fliP+p~l + (higher order terms))efó with respect to a local parameter
tt at x, and then apply the properties of the Cartier operator stated in the introduction
too get C(u>i) = tni(l + a)dt, where a belongs to the ideal (t) of the local ring Ox,x- Then
onee finds immediately that C(u/i),...,C(w m ) are linearly independent, which concludes
thee proof.
Wee note that as a consequence of the proposition above, we have:
Corollaryy 2.1. If rk(C) - m, then h°((m + l)px) > 2 for every x e X.
Wee will need also a strengthened version of the preceding corollary.
Propositionn 2.2. Suppose that rk(C) — m. Then for a general effective divisor D on X
deg D = m + 1, which we also write D = X\ + ... + xm+i, one has:
h°(pD)h°(pD) = l +

h°(pD-xm+l).

Remark.. By a general divisor of degree n we will always mean that, if we denote by
XXnn the n-th symmetric product of the curve X, there is an open subset U c Xn, such
thatt all the effective divisors D € U have the stated property.
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Proof.Proof. Let us consider the linear system induced by the image of the Cartier operato
Im(C)) C H°(Kx)- This is a linear system of dimension m - 1 (empty if m = 0), hence
mm general points x\,... ,xm will not simultaneously be in the support of any divisor in
thiss linear system. This implies that for any xm+l € X there is no differential form u
whichh has zeros of order at least p at x\,..., xm and a zero of order p - 1 at x m +i, since
otherwisee C{uS) would be non-zero and it would give a divisor in P(Im(C)) which contains
x i , . . .. ,x m . The non-existence of such an u can be rephrased by saying:
h°(Q{-pxh°(Q{-pxll

-...~pxm-{p-

l)xm+1) = h°(Sl{-pxi - . . . - pxm -

pxm+1))

whichh by Riemann-Roch is equivalent to:
h°(pxih°(pxi + ... + pxm+i) = 1 + h°{pxi + . . . + pxm + (p - l)ar m+ i).
GG
Thee next proposition, similar in spirit to the preceding ones, is needed in Section 2.4.
Propositionn 2.3. If the r-th power C of the Cartier operator is zero, then h°(prx) > 2
forfor every x € X.
Proof.Proof. Suppose that h°(prx) = 1. Then, because
h°(Kh°(K - {/ - l)x) = 1 + h°(K - pTx)
(cf.. Prop. 2.2), one can find a global differential form w which has multiplicity pr -1 at x.
Butt then one can easily show by induction on 0 < i < r that C*(w) has multiplicity pr~l -1
att x, by using an expansion of w with respect to a local parameter at x. In particular
onee gets that the multiplicity of CT(UJ) at re is zero, which implies that CT(UJ) ^ 0, a
contradiction..
d
Soo far we have shown that some degeneration hypotheses on the Cartier operator
implyy the existence of certain (infinite) families of linear systems on the curve, which are
nott expected to exist on arbitrary curves. This will be used in the next sections to get
boundss on the genus of the curve. To do this we will need the following proposition on
thee multiplication of sections of line bundles over a curve.
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Propositionn 2.4. Let C, M, N line bundles on X such that:
1.1. H°(J\f) induces a base point free linear system on X;
2.2. C = Oc(D) and M = Oc{E), where D and E are effective divisors with disjoint
supports,supports, D non zero.
3.3. there is a point y 6 Supp(£>) and a divisor F e P(#°(.A/")) such that Hy{F) = 1>
andand Supp(ö) n Supp(F) = {</}.
4-4- for this point y one has h°(M(y)) = h°(M);
5.5. y is not a base point for L ® M ® M.
ThenThen one has:
hhQQ{C®M®M){C®M®M)

- h°(M ®M) > h°{C®M)

- h°{M) + 1

Proof.Proof. The divisors F and D given in the hypotheses are associated to certain global
sectionss of M and C respectively, which we will denote again by F and D. These global
sectionss can be used to construct a commutative diagram, with exact rows:
00 -*

H°(M)
IFIF
00 -> H°{M®N)

*
£

H°(C®M)
[F
H°(C®M®fS)

H0(OD)
IF\D
H°{OD).

->
-

Thee map H°(OD) —> H°(OD) induced by the multiplication by F has cokernel equal
too H°(Oy) = k(y), because F is the equation of the reduced subscheme {y} of D by
hypothesis.. On another hand the composition
H°(C®M®SS)-+H°(C®M®SS)-+

H0(OD) -> k{y)

iss surjective, by the property (5). The proof will be complete if we show that the map
H°{CH°{C ® M)/D

H°{M) -5- H°{£ ®M® M)/D

H°(M ® M)

inducedd by F is injective, because the image V of this map cannot generate Op at the
pointt y, whereas H°(C ® M ®N)}D
H°(M ®Jf) does. The injectivity of that map is
provenn if one shows that
FF H°{£ ®M)nD-

H°{M ®JV)=F-D-

H°{M).

Thee left hand side of the formula above is easily seen to be equal to D (F - y) - H° (M (y)),
hencee the assertion follows by the property that H°(M(y)) — y H°(M).
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(3)

2.33

Curves with degenerate Cartier operator.

Thee hyperelliptic case.
Wee deal the case of hyperelliptic curves separately, because the bound on the genus we
willl get in this case will actually be stronger than for a general non-hyperelliptic curve.
Propositionn 2.5. Let X be an hyperelliptic curve over an algebraically closed field in
characteristiccharacteristic p > 0, and suppose that the Cartier operator C has rank m. Then
g(X)<(p+l)/2g(X)<(p+l)/2

+ mp

Proof.Proof. For g = 1 the bound clearly holds. Let us assume g > 2. Let us consider the cas
pp > 3 first, and let us suppose that g > (p + l)/2 + mp. Let x be a ramification point
off the 02 o n X so that L — Ox{2x) is the line bundle giving the g\- Since p > 2 we will
have: :
nnxx{-(2kp{-(2kp + {p - l))x) =* L9~l ® L-[p-l)/2-kp
= Ln
wheree n = g — 1 — (p — l)/2 — kp > 0, for any k <m. Then flx{—(2kp + (p — l))x) has
noo base points, which implies that
hh00nnxx{-{ïkp{-{ïkp

+ {p- l))x) > &°fix(-(2Jfc + l)px).

Hencee there is a differentiall form u vanishing in x with order 2kp+p— 1, for any 0 < k < m.
Fromm proposition 2.1, one finds that rkC > m + 1 , a contradiction. If p = 2 we will consider
insteadd a?i,..., a;m+i general points of X. Since fix — La~l we see that if g — 1 > 2m + 1
thenn for any 1 < i < m + 1 there is a section of Qx with double zero at x i , . . . , x;_i and a
simplee zero at x*. But then, as in the proof of proposition 2.2 one sees that rkC > m + 1.
Hencee g < 2m + 1 .
D
Thee non-hyperelliptic case.
Wee will now assume that X is a non-hyperelliptic curve such that rk(C) = m. Then by
propositionn 2.2 we know that h°(pDm+i) > 2 for a general effective divisor Dm+i of degree
mm + 1 on X, and moreover the linear system \pDm+x | will not have base points. From
thiss fact we will draw the following bound on the genus of X:
Theoremm 2.1. If X is non-hyperelliptic and rkC = m < g, then the following bound on
thethe genus of X holds:
g(X)<(mg(X)<(m
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+

l)^^-+pm.

Thee proof will be split in some lemmas which will enable us to estimate g = h°(Qx) by
estimatingg differences of the form h°(Qx(-pDi)) - h°(Qx(-pDi+\)) for general divisors
Di,Di, A+i- By Riemann-Roch this is equivalent to estimating the differences of the form:
h°(pDh°(pD + px) — h°(pD). We do this in the following lemmas.
Lemmaa 2.1. If x and y are general points and D a divisor on C, then
h°(pDh°(pD + px + py)- h°(pD + px) > h°{pD + px) - h°(pD)
Proof.Proof. There is an exact sequence:
00 _» Ox -» Ox{px) ®Ox(py)->

Ox(px +

py)^0,

where,, if we denote by a (resp. r) a section of Ox{px) (resp. Ox(py)) whose associated
divisorr is px (resp. py), then the first nonzero map is ƒ
{fo~,fr) and the second one
iss the map (a, b) »-» ar — bo. After tensoring by Ox(pD) and taking the global sections
onee immediately gets:
h°(pDh°(pD + px + py)- h°(pD + px) > h°{pD + py)-

h°{pD).

Thee proof is then complete when one observes that h°(pD +py) = h°(pD +px) because
off the generality of x and y.
D
Remarkk 3.1. If for a sufficiently general divisor D of degree n the linear system \pD\
iss base-point-free, then the same holds for \pD + px\, where x a general point. This
iss because the role of x and any of the points in Supp(D) may be exchanged, by the
genericityy assumptions. In particular, if rk(C) — m then \pD\ is base-point-free for every
genericc D such that deg(D) > m + 1.
Noww we will see that in certain cases the result of lemma 2.1 can be strengthened.
Lemmaa 2.2. Let m = rk(C) < g as above, and let E be a divisor on X. Then either E
isis non-special and one has:
hh00(E(E +
py)-h°(E)=p
forfor any n > 0, or E is special and there exists an integer 1 < k < m + 1 such that for
inC, one has:
generalgeneral points y,z\,...,Zk
h°(Eh°(E + py + pzx + .. .+pzk) - h°(E + pzx + ... +pzk) >
h°(Eh°(E + pzi + ...+pzk)~
h°(E+pzi + ...+ pzk-i) + 1.
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Proof.Proof. The assertion in the case when E is non-special is clear by Riemann-Roch. Let u
noww assume that E is special and
kk

k

k

hh (E(E + Py + ^pzi)-h\E+Y,PZi)
i = ll

fc-1

}

00

= h°(E + Y/PZi)-ti (E

i=l

t=l

+ Y,PzJ

i=l

forr every k = 1 , . . . , m + 1. But then
m+ll

m+l

/i°(££ + py + £ p*) -fc°(£7+ J ] p*) = h°(E + py) - h°(E)
i = ll

(4)

i=l

byy using recursion on k and by the generality of y and the Vs.
Wee set L = Ox(py), M = Ox{E) and AT = Ox{Y7=ilVZi) and proceed to verify
thee hypotheses (l)-(5) of proposition 2.4 in this case. The assumptions (1), (2) are easy
consequencess of the generality assumption on y, z{ and remark 3.1 above. (3) clearly holds
iff the map induced by the base-point free line bundle M is separable, since the statement
inn (3) is equivalent to saying that this map is smooth at y. If this map were inseparable,
thenn we would find that dim \z\ + ... + z m + i| > 1, which is impossible for g > 0 and
2 i , . . . ,, zm+1 general points, since a general effective divisor of degree less or equal than g
cannott move. (4) follows if y is taken as a non-base-point of \KX — E\, which is certainly
possiblee since this linear system is non-empty. (5) follows because C ® M is base-point
freee by remark 3.1 and y may also avoid any base point of M. Now proposition 2.4 gives
uss the inequality:
m+ll

m+l

h°(Eh°(E + py+J2Pzi) ~ h°(E+J2pZi) = h°(E + py) - h°{E) + l
i = ii

t=t

whichh contradicts (4).

D

Wee state a numerical consequence of lemma 2.2.
Corollaryy 2.2. Under the same hypotheses as above, let us denote by Dk a general divisor
ofof degree k. Then for any n>l, one has:
1.1. p> h°(pDn{m+l))

- yi°(pZ?„(m+i)_i) > min(n,p)

2.2. pD( p _i)( m+ i) +m is non-special, i.e. h°(Kx - j>D(p_i)(m+i)+m) = 0
3.3. For 1 < n < p one has :
h°{pDh°{pDn{m+1)n{m+1)-i)-i)
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- h°{pD{n-l)im+1))

> (n - l)m

4-4- For 1 < n < p one has:
/i°(j>Ön(m+l))) - /i°(p£>(„-i)(m+i)) > (n - l)m + n
5.5. h°(Kx - p£>(„_i)(m+i)) - h°(Kx - pA,(m+i))< (p - «)(m + 1) + m,
forfor any 1 < n < p
6.6. h°{Kx -pZ>(p_i)(m+i)) < m.
Proof.Proof. (1). First note that the inequality
PP > /i°(pön(m+l)) -

h°(pDn{m+l)-l)

iss obvious. We will prove the other inequality by induction on n. For n = 1, from
thee fact that |D m +i| has no base points, it is clear that h°{pDm+{) > 1 + h°(pDm).
Supposee the assertion holds for n — 1 and let us prove it for n. We apply lemma 2.2 with
EE = pö(n-i)<m+i)-i- If this divisor is nonspecial then /i°(pDn(m+1)) - /i°(pZ)„(m+1)_i) = p.
Iff not, then lemma 2.2 implies
h°(pDh°(pDn{m+1)n{m+1))) - h°{pDn{m+1)-1)

> 1 + /i°(pö(„_i)(m+i)) - /i°(pö(«-i)(m+i)-i),

butt by the inductive hypothesis the right hand side is greater or equal than n, whence
thee conclusion follows.
(2).. By (1) one has
ft°(p£W+i))ft°(p£W+i)) - /*°(pA>(m+i)-i) ^ P>
whichh implies that
h°(Kh°(Kxx - pD(p_i)(m+i)+m) = h°(Kc - pDp(m+i))
byy Riemann-Roch. This means that py is in the base locus of
H°(KH°(KXX — pZ)(p_i)(m+i)+m) for any general y € X. This can only happen when
H°{KH°{Kxx-pD-pD{p{p__1){m+1)+m1){m+1)+m))
= 0.
(3)) The step n = 1 is clear. If we suppose the assertion true for n — 1, the inductive step
followss from the inequalities:
/i°(pAi(m+i)_i)) - h°{pD(n-i){m+i))
>> m(/i°(pD (n _ 1)(m+1) ) - /i°(pD (n _i )n(m+1) _i))
duee to lemma 2.1, and
h°(pDh°(pD{n{n-i-i){m+1)){m+1)))

- /i°(pD(rt_1)(m+i)_i) > min(n - l,p) = n - 1
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duee to (1).
(4)) is clear by (1) and (3).
(5)) follows from (4) by Riemann-Roch.
(6)) One has
h°(pDp(m+i)-i)h°(pDp(m+i)-i) ~ A°(pVi)(m+i)) > m(P ~ !).
inn view of (2). By Riemann-Roch and the fact that
h°{Qh°{Qxx{-pD{-pD{p{p--1)im+1)+m1)im+1)+m))))

=0

wee can calculate:
h°(Kh°(Kxx - pDip-1)(m+1))
== h°(pD(p-i)(m+i)) - pip - l)(m
+l)+g-l
Q
<< h {pDp{m+l)^) - m{p - 1) - p(p - l)(m + 1) + g - 1
== A°(pD(p_i)(m+i)+m) - p(p - l)(m + 1) - mp + g - 1 + m
== h°(Kx - pD{p_l){rn+l)+m) + m
—— m.
OO
ProofProof of theorem 2.1. By Corollary 2.2 above, properties (5) and (6), one may compute:
99 = h°(Kx)
== h°(Kx - pDip_l){m+l))

+

p-i i

++

Y,(b°(Kx

~ p£>(n-U(m+i)) " h°(Kx -

pDn{m+1)))

n=l n=l
P-i P-i
m +

——

/]((P ~ n)(m + 1) + m)

n=l l

== pm + (m + l)p(p - l)/2.
DD
Wee wish to remark that the result in theorem 2.1 is certainly sharp only in the case
mm = 0 which is also a particular case of theorem 2.2 in the next section, and for which
onee has Example 7. In the other cases the result is almost certainly not a sharp one.
Onee may get slight improvements pushing a bit further the techniques used here, but we
expectt to have in general a bound of the form:
giX)giX) < mp + f{p)
forr which our techniques seem to be insufficient.
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where m = rk(C),

2.44

The case of a nilpotent Cartier operator.

InIn this section we apply the same techniques introduced in the preceding sections to get
thee following result:
Theoremm 2.2. Let X be a curve defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
pp with Cartier operator C such that:
CC = 0

for some r > 1.

ThenThen one has:
g{X)g{X) < q(q — l)/2

where q = pr.

Thiss result is sharp, as shown by Example 2.1 below, and we think it may be of
somee interest to the arithmetic theory of function fields. We begin by recalling that, by
propositionn 2.3, we have for a general point x € X:
h°(qx)h°(qx) > 2,
and,, moreover the linear system \qx\ is without base points. For a proof of theorem 2.2 it
willl be sufficient to assume that q = pT is the minimum power of p such that dim \qx\ > 1
(andd is without base points), for a general x € X. A simple consequence of proposition
2.44 will be the following:
Lemmaa 2.3. If D is a generic divisor of degree n > 0 in X, and if x and y are generic
points,points, then either qD is non-special, or:
h°(qDh°(qD + qx + qy) - h°{qD + qx) > h°(qD + qx) - h°{qD) + 1
ProofProof Since h°(qD + qx) = h°(qD + qy) because of the generality of x and y, we may
rewritee our assertion as:
h°(qDh°(qD + qx + qy) - h°{qD + qx) > h°{qD + qy) - h°(qD) + 1.
Thiss certainly holds if qD is non-special, as a consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem.
Lett us then assume that qD is special. We set C = Ox(qy), M = Ox{qD) and H =
Ox(qx)Ox(qx) and verify the hypotheses of proposition 2.4 in this case. The property (1) has
alreadyy been observed before. The property (2) is clear. To prove (3) we need to know that
thee linear system \qx\ does not give an inseparable map from X to some projective space,
since,, in this case, we may take y to be a point over which this map is smooth, and find
23 3

thee divisor F such that jiy{F) = 1 as required in proposition 2.4. If the map associated
too \qx\ were inseparable, then we would have dim|p r _ 1 x| > 1. But this contradicts the
minimalityy of q with respect to the property dim \qx\ > 1. This proves (3). The property
(4)) follows from the speciality of qD since it is equivalent to the fact that y is not a base
pointt of \KX — qD\. Finally (5) holds because \qD + qx + qy\ is without base points,
containingg the sum of linear systems without base points.
ProofProof of theorem 2.2. By a repeated application of lemma 2.3 we find that:
hhQQ{qx{qxxx + ... + qxi+i) - hQ{qxx + ... + qxj > min(« + 1, q) for every i > 0,
forr generic # i , . . . ,£,+!. Using Riemann-Roch, this is seen to be equivalent to:
h°(Kh°(Kxx - qxi - . . . - qxi) -h°(Kx - qxx - ... - qxi+1)
< m a x ( 0 , g - i - l ) ..

(5)

Inn particular it follows that h°(Kx - qx\ - .. - - qxq-i) = 0, since otherwise for every
genericc xq € X we would have qxq in the base locus of \KX - qxx - ... - qxq^i\, which is
impossible.. We now estimate the genus g(X) by the flag of vector spaces
H°(KH°(KXX)) D H°(KX - qXl) D...D

H°(KX -qx,-...-

qx^)

= 0.

byy (5) we will have:
g(X)g(X) <(q-l)

+ (q-2)

+ ... + l = q(q- l)/2.
DD

Examplee 2.1. The curve X with affine equation:
yyqq + y = xq+1

q = pr

hashas genus g(X) = q{q — l)/2 and Cartier operator such that Cr = 0.
Thiss class of curves is indeed well known, see for example [32] for a characterization
off them by their arithmetical properties. The genus formula follows because they are
completedd to smooth projective plane curves. On the other hand, one knows that the
eigenvaluess of the Frobenius acting on the Tate module 7} of the jacobian variety of X
actss as the multiplication by - g , see [32] p. 186. Then one may apply prop. 1.2 p.
1666 in [6] to conclude that the Frobenius F acting on Hl{J,öj) * Hl{X,Ox)
satisfies
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FFrr = 0. Finally, since the Cartier operator acting on H°(Kx) and the Frobenius acting
onn Hl{X, Ox) are dual to each other by the Serre duality (see the introduction), one gets
alsoo C = 0.
Remark.. In the article [28], or see also [29], a stratification of the moduli space Ag ® F p
off principally polarized abelian varieties of dim = g, called the Ekedahl-Oort stratification
wass introduced. Let F and V be the Frobenius and Verschiebung operators acting on
HpHpRR(A,(A, k), see [22], section 5. The strata of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification can then be
definedd in terms of the mutual positions of ker F* and ker VJ, as done in [9]. In particular,
sincee the a-number of an abelian variety A is the dimension of ker F n ker V, from the
citedd theory it follows that the subset Ak of Ag ® F p where a > k is a union of strata of
thee Ekedahl-Oort stratification. Let now Tg <g> F p be the "open" Torelli locus, i.e. the set
off isomorphism classes of the jacobian varieties of smooth curves of genus g in char= p.
Ourr result in theorem 2.1 implies that
{T{Tgg <8> Fp) D Ak = 0
iff k > m and g > pm + (m 4- l)p(p — l)/2.
Similarly,, let us denote by Nr the subset of Ag <8> F p where ker F C ker V r , by noting
thatt ker F c HpR(X, k) is equal to H°(QX), cf [22], section 5. From theorem 2.2 one can
see: :
(7^®F p )niV rr = 0

iig>piig>prr(p(prr-l)/2. -l)/2.
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